
CrossView Intelligent Advisor
CROSS-CHANNEL COMMERCE MADE SMARTER.



OVERVIEW

CrossView Intelligent Advisor can be seen as the hub of intelligence, 
assembling a single portrait of each customer from snapshots of their 
shopping behavior across all sales channels.

Intelligence is a powerful predictor of success. Retailers that leverage 
intelligence about customers and their shopping behaviors are empowered to 
transform these insights into action, turn questions into answers, and convert 
browsers into buyers – across every channel. CrossView Intelligent Advisor® 
offers a holistic view of customers and their buying behaviors across all sales 
channels and throughout the customer life cycle. Intelligence that is gathered 
and leveraged across all of your sales channels creates a holistic view of 
customers and their buying behaviors. 

A single view of interactions and preferences can be crystallized across the 
retail spectrum – from online and catalog sales, to call-center inquiries, in-store 
purchases, and any other technology-enabled touch points like email, mobile, 
and social media, such as Facebook. Using this holistic view, CrossView 
Intelligent Advisor can be seen as the hub of intelligence, assembling a single 
portrait of each customer from snapshots of their shopping behavior across all 
sales channels. This portrait includes:

•   Browse history by products, categories and brands sought

•   Purchase history

•   Cancellations and returns

•   Recently used search key phrases

•   Lifetime customer value

•   Total spend across a period of time that you define

•   Customer profile information, including demographic data



Features & Benefits

Every retailer wants to know more about their customers. CrossView Intelligent 
Advisor makes it easy to get answers and to market more intelligently and 
personally. Key features and capabilities of CrossView Intelligent Advisor include:

•   Advanced Analytics

•   Recency, Frequency, Monetization

•   Personalization Engine

•   Customer Segmentation

•   Dynamic Product Recommendations

•   In-Store Customer Profiles

•   Reporting & Predictive Modeling
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ADVANCED ANALYTICS Insight into Customer Behavior

A single view of all customer interactions – no matter how or where they 
connect with you – ensures that everyone, across all of your sales channels, 
is on the same page. Insight is shared and channel-specific, powering 
highly targeted marketing tactics created to help you attract, retain, and 
better satisfy customers.  

You can more precisely target your most valuable customers – recent 
or frequent buyers with a clear affinity for your products and those who 
spend the most money with you. As well, web content, special offers, and 
promotions can be personalized to individual buying behaviors revealed by 
the CrossView Intelligent Advisor.

Advanced analytics gleaned from across all of your retail touch points 
enable you to:

•   Segment customers based on insight into searches they have 
conducted over a period of time to allow personalized content based on 
their search phrases, increasing conversion rates;

•   Predict response rates to promotions to understand profitability and ROI 
on promotion investments;

•   Track customer recency, frequency and monetization (RFM) across all 
sales channels, not only with traditional purchase events, but also with 
brand visits from inbound and outbound events, and design compelling 
marketing campaigns around this intelligence by knowing who your 
best customers are, and marketing directly to them;

•   Determine which customers are most valuable to your business by 
evaluating life time value (LTV), last year sales (LYS), and year to date 
(YTD) sales for each customer;

•   Spend marketing dollars on customers most likely to deliver a higher 
return on your investment;

•   Deliver valuable customer insights to your sales and customer service 
teams that can not only increase sales, but also improve customer 
satisfaction and retention.

Feature 1



RECENCY, FREQUENCY, MONETIZATION

Recency, Frequency, Monetization (RFM) is a marketing score of how often 
a customer interacts with your brand. It is a method used for analyzing 
customer behavior and defining market segments in each channel where 
your customers interact with you– interactions which not only include the 
current value of customers by their purchases, but also their potential value  
gauged by their visits to your brand. This score can be used to understand 
the profitability or potential un-profitability of a customer or product. It 
enables you to identify opportunities to reward your best customers and 
intervene when customer retention is at risk or defection is imminent. The 
upper right-hand quadrant in the image to the right displays where you 
want your customers to lie. CrossView Intelligent Advisor RFM scoring is the 
best way to monitor the customers in that quadrant, and those you need to 
market to, to move them to that sweet spot.

PERSONALIZATION ENGINE

CrossView Intelligent Advisor uses a proprietary algorithm to track the 
identity of a customer across all channels a retailer uses. Consider 
CrossView Intelligent Advisor a personalization engine that enables you 
to provide customers with offers and promotional content tailored to the 
precise buying behaviors you have observed in their interactions with you. 
A collaborative filtering feature for instance, enables you to recommend 
comparable products that other customers have purchased. Cross-sales 
and up-selling seem effortless. 

Unlike other products where relevancy is either implied based on current 
behavior, or defined based on past behavior, CrossView Intelligent Advisor 
bases relevancy on both past and current behaviors. This intelligence 
makes it easier to determine what products to advertise to your current or 
potential customers when they next visit.
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CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION Customizable Segmentation Rules

CrossView Intelligent Advisor consumes customer behavior in the form 
of events, such as searching for a product. Based on these events, 
visitors in your channels are divided into groups or segments that have 
similar marketing traits. A customer segment incorporates demographics, 
registration and address information, customer culture, purchase history, 
and other attributes. These segments serve as targets for advertising, 
promotions, and suggestive selling, and can aid in your efforts to increase 
conversion rates in all of your channels. 

Customer segments are considered dynamic because customers belong to 
them based on their personal data and purchase history, both of which may 
change. If customer actions cause their membership in customer segments 
to change, CrossView Intelligent Advisor notifies the interested parties of this 
change. For example, you might create segments based on a customer's 
geographic location. If you create a segment that requires customers 
to be in a certain locale, customers outside of that locale are excluded.  
If that same customer changes locales, CrossView Intelligent Advisor 
communicates the change, and the customer becomes a member of that 
target segment, continuing to be a member until the segment is deleted, or 
CrossView Intelligent Advisor becomes aware of other changes.  

Customer segments also support static criteria. With CrossView Intelligent 
Advisor, you can explicitly include or exclude particular customers or 
accounts, overriding any defined dynamic criteria. In this way, for example, 
you can include or exclude customers in segments they would normally not 
match.

In most other products, segmentation occurs in batches. With CrossView 
Intelligent Advisor, segmentation happens while your customers are actively 
shopping in your channel, providing you with real-time segmentation, and 
accurate up-to-the-minute results. 

CrossView Intelligent Advisor provides a set of business user tooling to 
manage customer segments, whether they are dynamic or static. The 
tooling is based on the CrossView Retail Management Console® platform. 
Customer segments defined within the Retail Management Console are 
published to your commerce engine by the business user. 

Feature 4



DYNAMIC CUSTOMER 
RECOMMENDATIONS

Real-time cross-channel product recommendations leverage historical data 
from shoppers with similar characteristics, and provide cross sells and up 
sells at all customer touch points. Merchants no longer have to manage 
specific product relationships, and can let CrossView Intelligent Advisor 
dynamically provide relevant product recommendations that are most likely 
to convert: 

•   People who bought this item also bought this item (data captured from 
same ticket attachments)

•   People who view this item, buy this item (data captured from customers 
or segments that browse the same product)

•   People who search this term, bought this item (data captured from 
customers or segments that search the same term)

CrossView Intelligent Advisor enables retailers to import historical data from 
other ordering applications such as point of sale or call centers, improving 
relevancy and increasing conversion, units per transaction (UPT), and 
average order value (AOV).

< DEBUT RECOMMENDATION SCREENSHOTS >
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IN-STORE CUSTOMER PROFILES

With CrossView Intelligent Advisor, retail store associates can access 
detailed cross-channel customer information, including products viewed, 
categories browsed, searches conducted, recent purchases, and marketing 
metrics. This insight puts power in the hands of your associates, allowing 
them to intitiate informed and relevant conversations with customers, 
knowing the products they are most interested in, or loyal to.

REPORTING & PREDICTIVE MODELING

Coming in 2011, CrossView Intelligent Advisor Business Intelligence 
provides retailers with enterprise, operational, OLAP reporting, and 
dashboards, supporting retailers in making better business decisions by 
providing historical, current, and predictive views of business operations. 
With CrossView Intelligent Advisor Business Intelligence:

•   Run a series of canned reports and leverage cube-driven adhoc 
reporting to answer questions that typically take days or weeks to solve.

•   Leverage data mining and predictive analysis to forecast customer 
conversion to a marketing campaign, promotion, or email campaign.

•   Target those customers most likely to respond to an event, without 
presenting the same promotion to every customer.

•   Maximize the ROI with every touch point.

Customer Information & Insight
Feature 6
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Architecture

CrossView Intelligent Advisor architecture consists of three major components: 
the CrossView Intelligent Advisor runtime, CrossView Intelligent Advisor 
administration, and your commerce server runtime. Each facet works together 
to consume shopper behavior and provide you with the intelligence to make 
informed retailing decisions. 
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INTELLIGENT ADVISOR RUNTIME

The Intelligent Advisor runtime is the server component which receives 
customer events posted to the Intelligent Advisor server, such as purchases 
and visits on your site. This powerful server is the brain of the CrossView 
Intelligent Advisor, performing number crunching and analysis, and letting 
you know of any changes in buying or browsing behaviors that might affect 
membership in customer segments. This sophisticated “black box”, can be 
considered a valuable partner in your marketing strategy.

The Intelligent Advisor administration module is where customer segments 
are managed. This module receives configuration changes, from simple 
configuration changes like the length of the rolling period to full customer 
segment definitions, which are made up of various conditions based 
on shopper behaviors. The Intelligent Advisor administration receives 
the configurations, and makes the required changes to your customer 
segments, keeping your intelligence up-to-date, relevant and proactive. 

INTELLIGENT ADVISOR ADMINISTRATION

The Commerce runtime is where customer behavior-based events transpire.  
In a multiple channel configuration, these events can happen in any 
channel. For example, CrossView Web Store can post browse events to the 
Intelligent Advisor server for online transactions, and CrossView Customer 
Care and CrossView POS could post purchase events for call center and in 
store transactions. 

Events can be posted to the Intelligent Advisor runtime from your commerce 
server, a third-party source, or from the customer’s browser directly. The 
option of posting from your customer’s browser shifts computing load from 
your production server, allowing the powerful CrossView Intelligent Advisor 
engine to work quickly and efficiently.

COMMERCE RUNTIME



How It Works

Events transpire in all touch points of your retailing business whether they 
are online, in-store, at a call center or point-of-sale, or from a mobile device.  
Each event is captured by the CrossView Intelligent Advisor and posted to 
the Intelligent Advisor server. CrossView Intelligent Advisor watches for the 
following events:

•   Searches

•   Browse of SKUs

•   Browse of categories

•   Browse of brands

•   Purchase of SKUs

•   Purchase in categories

•   Purchase in brands

•   Returns of merchandise

•   Order cancellations

•   Merchandising exchanges

•   Authentication (login online, assign customer to order in Customer Care 
or POS) 

 



RECOMMENDATION ENGINE

Once events are captured, CrossView Intelligent Advisor uses advanced 
analytics to guide you in determining which promotions or recommendations 
you can offer each customer. Using other customers buying behavior, 
CrossView Intelligent Advisor’s robust recommendation engine provides 
relevant recommendations to current transactions. Recommendations are 
quickly created by the business user using a simple user interface, keeping 
your IT staff focused on critical areas of your business.

With CrossView Intelligent Advisor, recommendations are easily configured 
to support various business needs including:

•   Recommendation settings to determine recommendation threshold, size 
and rolling period.

•   Recommendation templates defining what information to retrieve and in 
what format.

•   Attributes feed supporting imports of user-defined attributes 

CrossView Intelligent Advisor is flexible and can display recommendations 
on any page in your site with no limitations. For instance, CrossView 
Intelligent Advisor allows you to add recommendations to the Check Out 
page, offering the potential of increasing your average order value, or units 
per transaction.



Integration

CrossView Intelligent Advisor provides cross-channel visibility, integrating across 
the CrossView Cross-Channel Commerce Platform, which includes: CrossView 
Web Store®, CrossView Point-of- Sale®, CrossView Customer Care®, CrossView 
Customer Care In-Store®, and CrossView Mobile®. Moreover, it can be leveraged 
independently.

CrossView Intelligent Advisor seamlessly integrates with your Commerce and 
legacy systems by “sharing” data already collected by your other applications:

•   An order feed update tool enables you to upload order information from third 
party sources for analysis and recommendation creation.

•   The recommendation service provides an HTTP service that given an active 
item and a list of additional parameters defined by a recommendation template, 
returns a list of recommended items.

•   Product attributes can be imported to enhance recommendations.

CrossView Intelligent Advisor is customizable, allowing you to create your own 
triggers to capture events, create your own events and sub-rules for capturing, and 
create your own custom recommendation templates. Combined with all its features 
and capabilities, it’s this flexibility that makes CrossView Intelligent Advisor the 
engine for success, for any retail business.

CrossView Intelligent Advisor provides a flexible licensing model. This includes 
options for hosting and software-as-a-service (SaaS), enabling you to free up 
system capacity and resources to concentrate on conversion, user-experience, 
and marketing projects. 

Hosting Models



To learn more about CrossView Intelligent Advisor, contact:

Learn More 

About CrossView

© 2011 CrossView Inc.  All trademarks belong to their respective holders.  All Rights Reserved.

email us

CrossView is a premier provider of cross-channel commerce solutions and services that enable a smarter, more personalized shopping experience. Our 
software unifies the Web, stores, call centers, mobile devices, and other channels on a single, flexible platform. Advanced analytics integrated across the 
platform deliver intelligence and visibility into buying behaviors across all sales channels.

CrossView Point of Sale
CorssView's Point of Sale solution transforms the POS into a marketing and services portal delivering cross-channel customer insights, 
intelligence and functionality at the point of sale. 

CrossView Customer Care
CrossView Customer Care empowers your call-center representatives with a single view of customer activity and advanced analytics.

CrossView Web Store
CrossView Web Store enables you to build and launch content-rich, highly optimized Web stores underpinning your cross-channel 
commerce strategy.

CrossView Mobile Solutions
CrossView's Mobile Solutions allow you to leverage your existing cross-channel infrastructure to deploy mobile web stores, shopping 
assistance tools, and mobile POS for retail sales associates.

To learn more about CrossView, visit our website:

www.crossview.com

David Lebowitz
Vice President of Sales

email

(469) 223.6769

CrossView Customer Care In-Store
CrossView Customer Care In-Store delivers multiple purchase and fulfillment options, cross-chain inventory visibility, and cross-channel 
customer profile information.
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